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BPA appreciates the continued opportunity to participate in DEQ’s GHG reporting and third-party

verification rulemaking.  BPA has reviewed the proposed rules presented at the November 1st Rules
Advisory Committee meeting and provides the following feedback:

1) On the definition of a specified source:

DEQ’s proposed definition for “specified source,” “unspecified source,” and “power contract” differ
in a material way from the California Air Resource Board’s (CARB) definition under its Mandatory
Reporting Requirement (MRR).  Specifically, DEQ proposes that the source must be specified “prior
to delivery” whereas CARB requires specification “at the time of entry into the transaction.”  This
would lead to a difference between the two states in terms of what transactions constitute a
specified versus unspecified source. 

BPA proposes DEQ adopt CARB’s approach requiring the source be specified at the time of entry into
the transaction.  This approach is well-documented under CARB ‘s Electric Power Entity Reporting
Requirements FAQs.  Adoption of this approach provides consistency between Oregon and California
in what market transactions are considered to be from a specified source, ensuring entities enter
into a transaction with the intent to purchase from such a source.

2) On third-party verification:

BPA seeks clarification from DEQ regarding what portion of BPA’s voluntary reporting DEQ would like
to have verified by a third party.  BPA asks DEQ to clarify whether an ACS entity needs to verify its
system mix, and, if so, whether an ACS entity can use the verification done for CARB to meet
Oregon’s verification requirements, so long as the system emissions factor is the same.  In addition,
in order for BPA to report DEQ should exempt from verification the MWh of BPA preference sales to
Oregon COUs.

BPA voluntarily reports GHG emissions data to Oregon, Washington, and California.  BPA sells power
from a single system mix.  The fuel mix BPA reports to states is the same for all BPA sales whether to
California entities or BPA’s preference customers in Oregon and the rest of the Northwest.
Therefore, BPA’s ACS system emissions factors for California would be the same as BPA’s system
emissions factor for preference sales to Oregon COUs and its ACS system emissions factor for
Oregon, if BPA becomes an ACS under DEQ’s proposed rules.

Per BPA’s status as an ACS entity with CARB, BPA’s ACS reporting is verified by a third party.  Given
the system mix and underlying data are the same whether BPA is selling in California  or in Oregon,
the third party verification done for CARB’s purposes should also suffice for DEQ.  Accordingly, BPA
asks DEQ to clarify that BPA can provide to DEQ the CARB third-party verification for compliance
with DEQ’s reporting program for both ACS and preference power sales.

mailto:GHG2019@deq.state.or.us
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While this reporting covers BPA’s system mix, it would not cover any of BPA’s preference sales to 
Oregon COUs that BPA may voluntarily report on COU’s behalf.  Except for perhaps in extremely 
poor water years, the emissions attributable to BPA’s preference sales to any given COU in Oregon is
less than 25,000 MT CO2e per calendar year.  Requesting that BPA verify these reports could result 

in substantial additional costs to BPA and COUs for a relatively minor amount of emissions. 
Therefore, in order for BPA to be able to voluntarily report DEQ should exempt from third party 
verification the MWh of BPA preference sales to COUs.

Thank you,
Alisa

Alisa Kaseweter
Acting Oregon Liaison |  Intergovernmental Affairs
Climate Change Specialist
BONNEVILLE POWER ADMINISTRATION



November 15, 2019 

GHG Reporting Program 
Ms. Elizabeth Elbel  
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 
700 NE Multnomah Street, Suite 600 
Portland, Oregon 97232 

RE: Cascade Natural Gas Corp. Comments for GHG 2019 Rulemaking Advisory Committee - Post 
November 1, 2019, Second 2019 GHG RAC Meeting 

Dear Ms. Elbel: 

Cascade Natural Gas Corp. (Cascade) is a local distribution company (LDC) that provides natural 
gas to residential, commercial, industrial, and electric generating facility end users in Oregon.  
Cascade is required to report greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from our end users annually to the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 
(DEQ).  As a member of the GHG 2019 Rulemaking Advisory Committee (RAC), Cascade 
appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the DEQ’s proposed revisions to the GHG 
Reporting Program, Division 215 and the Clean Fuels Program, Division 253, and the proposed 
new rule for Third Party Verification (TPV), Division 272.  Cascade recognizes that this is not a 
formal comment period and reserves the right to alter our comments based on the fluid nature of the 
ongoing rulemaking process. 

General Comments 
Cascade appreciates DEQ’s willingness to strive for consistency with the federal reporting 
requirements for LDCs (EPA’s Greenhouse Gas Reporting Rules, 40 CFR, Part 98, Subpart NN and 
W).  Changes that have been made to the first draft of the rules have reflected DEQ’s incorporation 
of feedback provided by stakeholders in the RAC.  However, there are still aspects of Division 215 
and Division 272 that could be better aligned with the federal GHG reporting rule, which would 
allow for a more streamlined reporting effort from the regulated parties, without sacrificing any 
meaningful data that could be used to inform policymakers contemplating climate related regulatory 
endeavors.  

Division 215 – Potential for Double Counting 
DEQ should confirm how the agency plans to reconcile the same emissions that may be reported by 
both Air Contamination Sources and the Natural Gas Supplier.  It appears that DEQ would 
reconcile the emissions of concern described below from Natural Gas Suppliers by the required 
reporting of natural gas usage emissions and supplier information from Air Contamination Sources 
per 340-215-0105 (7) of the draft Division 215 rule from RAC Meeting 2. However, it would be 
beneficial for DEQ to clarify how the agency will address this due to the concern discussed below 
regarding potential double counting of emissions between Natural Suppliers and Air Contamination 
Sources.  

8113 W. GRANDRIDGE BLVD., KENNEWICK, WASHINGTON 
99336-7166 
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Natural Gas Suppliers will be required to report emissions from all customers that emit <25,000 MT 
CO2e as an aggregate amount, while customers exceeding that threshold will be included in Natural 
Gas Supplier reporting on an individual basis (see large customer definition).  Air Contamination 
Sources are a separate regulated entity with a reporting threshold of 2,500 MT CO2e.  There is a 
possibility that a customer of a Natural Gas Supplier will be identified as an Air Contamination 
Source emitting between 2,500 – 24,999 MTCO2e.  In this example, the customer would be 
reporting their emissions to DEQ as an Air Contaminant Source and their emissions would also be 
included in the Natural Gas Suppliers emissions, resulting in double counting of emissions in the 
OR DEQ GHG Reporting Program unless emissions were reconciled.   

Division 215 and 272 - GHG Reporting Program and Third-Party Verification 
One of DEQ’s primary objectives for modifying the GHG Reporting Program (Division 215) is to 
provide policymakers with a better understanding of GHG emissions in the state and improve the 
ability to track progress towards meeting emission reduction goals.  Cascade believes that DEQ has 
not supported that third-party verification is necessary for reporting GHG emissions and believes 
that regulated entity self-certification of emissions would be sufficient to establish an accurate GHG 
inventory.   

DEQ maintains that TPV rule requirements are needed for Natural Gas Suppliers in Oregon, but the 
agency has not supported the need to require this.  Natural Gas Suppliers are subject to Department 
of Energy (DOE) Energy Information Administration (EIA) and the Oregon Public Utility 
Regulatory Commission requirements for reporting metered volumes of natural gas supplied to 
customers, including requirements to calibrate meters per industry standards and report natural gas 
supplied to customers on an annual basis. 

Natural Gas Suppliers have commented to DEQ through the stakeholder process that the data used 
to quantify emissions from that sector has already gone through multiple verification processes.  As 
previously stated in the comments to DEQ following the first RAC meeting, the data that would be 
submitted to DEQ under Division 215 is vetted and verified internally through self-verification and 
the application of requirements of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, as well as externally through EPA’s 
GHG Reporting Program verification process.  EPA’s verification process includes comparing the 
emissions data with the utility accounting data that is submitted annually to EIA and has been in 
place since the federal GHG reporting program’s inception in 2009.  EPA provides a check to 
identify potential errors and allows the regulated party an ample amount of time to verify if any 
flagged data is indeed an error, and if it is, provide a corrected value.  The vast majority of potential 
errors that EPA’s verification process has found are minor or not errors at all, and the quality of the 
data that has been submitted to EPA has been sufficient for the purposes of quantifying emissions 
and informing policymaking decisions.   

Also, we understand that third-party verification is not required for major air emissions facilities 
under the Clean Air Act (CAA) Title V Permit program where significant amounts of pollutant 
emissions are regulated and are subject to reporting requirements to states.  In that program, a 
regulated entity measures and/or estimates emissions based on various applicable methodologies 
and self certifies the accuracy of the emissions data reported to a state.  Cascade sees DEQ’s GHG 
reporting program emissions reporting to be similar and that TPV is not supported for GHG 
emissions reporting considering these program comparisons.  Cascade is more familiar with TPV 
needed as part of a program where a monetary obligation or credit purchase may be required for 
compliance, such as under the CAA Acid Rain Program where owners of fossil-fired electric 



generation units must quantify sulfur dioxide (SO2) emissions and verify that they have allocated or 
have purchased a sufficient number of SO2 allowances to cover annual SO2 emissions, surrendering 
those allowances to EPA for compliance annually.  This is not the case with DEQ’s GHG Reporting 
Rule.  

In the absence of a GHG emissions obligations as mentioned above, TPV would be a costly and 
redundant exercise that would not provide any noticeable improvement in the quality of data being 
reported.  Cascade believes that the data reported through self-certification provides sufficiently 
accurate data, as similarly reported under Title V Permits, and would be valuable to policy makers, 
DEQ, the regulated entities, and the State of Oregon.  

Division 215 – Reporting of Natural Gas Transported for Marketers 
Under the draft Division 215 GHG Reporting rule requirement 340-215-0115 (2)(c), the rule 
proposes that Natural Gas Suppliers would be required to report identifying information for each 
natural gas marketer contracting use of the distribution system during the year including name, 
address, and if known, the total amount transported for the natural gas marketer.  Although Cascade 
would be able to annually report the identifying information for each natural gas marketer 
contracting use of Cascade’s distribution system (including name, address, and if known, the total 
amount transported for the natural gas marketer), the volume reported that Cascade transports for 
each marketer would not necessarily correspond to the actual usage of a marketer’s customer. 
Cascade is unaware of DEQ’s need for this data or how they plan to use this data and wanted to 
ensure that DEQ understood the limited value of this data.   

Also, Cascade would like to caution DEQ on releasing individual marketer/customer volumes 
publicly and review comments from Natural Gas Suppliers and marketers carefully as releasing that 
information could provide market intelligence to competition which would not otherwise be 
possible.  Armed with this information, competitors can ascertain quantities transported by the 
utility company and others scheduling gas to a given location and could result in a competitive 
negotiating advantage.  This release of information poses a risk of lost market share, not only by the 
individual marketers, but to the utility and end-use customers as well.  A reduction or elimination of 
competition at these locations has the potential to increase costs for all customers either in terms of 
energy costs and/or the business in which they operate.     

Fiscal and Economic Impacts Analysis 
DEQ underestimated the fiscal impacts of implementing Subpart W leak detection requirements for 
entities that are below the federal reporting threshold.  Cascade estimates the annual cost of 
compliance with EPA’s Subpart W for the Company’s Oregon operations to be around $5,000.  
DEQ also underestimates the fiscal impacts of TPV.  Cascade estimates these costs to be in the 
range of $10,000 - $15,000 annually depending on the review required each year.  Given the fact 
that TPV is not required on the federal level for Subpart NN emissions, it is very likely that the 
utilities will spend a significant amount of time educating verifiers on natural gas distribution 
systems in order to complete verifications.  Cascade anticipates that the time required for 
employee(s) to solicit and procure a verification consultant, including setting up contracts, meeting 
time and travel, responding to a verifier’s inquiry during a verification site visit and/or when 
reviewing data remotely on an annual basis will need to be estimated.  Estimates for this can also be 
provided to DEQ and included.   This additional time from Cascade and other regulated entities has 
value and it seems clear from the fiscal analysis for both Subpart W and TPV, that DEQ has not 
incorporated Company employee time into the economic analysis for the rulemaking.   



Conclusion 
Overall, Cascade recommends that DEQ maintains consistency with the EPA GHG Reporting Rules 
for Natural Gas Suppliers to the greatest extent possible, to promote a streamlined process while still 
achieving the goal of data accuracy. Cascade appreciates the opportunity to be a part of the GHG 
2019 Rulemaking Advisory Committee and stakeholder process and requests that DEQ consider 
and address the concerns identified by Cascade as the agency releases the rule for public comment 
in the near future. We look forward to working further with DEQ and the regulated community to 
enhance data collection under the program so that policy makers have the information they need to 
make informed decisions regarding climate policy. Please feel free to contact me with any questions 
you my have. 

Cc: Garret Senger, EVP of Reg. Affairs, Cust. Service & Admin., Montana-Dakota Utilities Co. 
Scott Madison, EVP of Bus. Dev. & Gas Supply, Cascade Natural Gas Corp. 
Mike Parvinen, Director of Regulatory Affairs, Cascade Natural Gas Corp. 
Kevin Connell, Director of Gas Supply, Montana-Dakota Utilities Co. 
Abbie Krebsbach, Environmental Director, Montana-Dakota Utilities Co. 



November 15, 2019 

 

Elizabeth Elbel 

Department of Environmental Quality 

GHG Reporting Program 

700 NE Multnomah St., Suite 600 

Portland, OR 97232 

 

RE: Preliminary comments on GHG 2019 Rulemaking after RAC Meeting #2 

 

Dear Ms. Elbel: 

 

Thank you again for the opportunity to participate on the Rulemaking Advisory Committee 

(RAC) for the GHG 2019 Rulemaking.  We continue to applaud the Department of 

Environmental Quality (DEQ) for undertaking this effort to update and streamline greenhouse 

gas emissions reporting.  In this second round of preliminary comments, we’d like to re-direct 

you to our first round comments and also offer further information on the importance of third-

party verification given conversations at the second RAC meeting. 

 

Third-party verification is in the public interest and should be required 

 

Some committee members in the second RAC meeting suggested that third-party verification 

was not in the public interest, and therefore, not worth DEQ requiring.  We wholeheartedly 

disagree and fully support DEQ’s efforts to require third-party verification. 

 

Accurate and robust data on emissions is essential to designing and choosing the right climate 

policies for Oregon moving forward.  As the climate crisis continues to worsen and the demand 

for climate action grows, the need for data to inform our decision-making continues to be 

paramount.  Third-party verification can help ensure we have the most accurate and robust 

data: 

  

● Third-party verification of data is a best practice.  Multiple jurisdictions including 

California have instituted third-party verification programs - a number of which have 

been in place for many years. 

 

● Third-party verification can help ensure data is reported accurately.  Although entities 

are currently required to report accurately in Oregon, there have been instances where 

entities have not reported their data accurately.  Given this, and as the proposed rule 

expands the number of reporting entities and emissions covered, it is important to have 

a mechanism in place to ensure the data received is accurate.  At the second RAC 

meeting, DEQ explained it would be well-beyond their current resources to rely solely on 

staff to verify the data.  As a result, third-party verification offers an important pathway to 

achieve this public good.   

 



To further underscore the need for a mechanism to ensure accurate data, it is instructive 

to look at two recent developments: 

 

○ ODOT reports show that there was a discrepancy of 116 million gallons of diesel 

reported to them versus what was reported to the Clean Fuels Program.  Some 

of these entities are the same entities that are required to report GHG emissions. 

 

○ Some of the same entities that are required to report GHG emissions in Oregon 

are under investigation in California for false advertising and price fixing.1  It is 

important to have multiple verification and oversight protocols in place.  

 

● Third-party verification provides value to reporting organizations and Clean Fuels market 

participants. The verification process, including site visits, can identify opportunities for 

operational and administrative efficiencies that lead to emissions reductions and cost 

savings.2  In the Clean Fuels Program, verification also helps mitigate the risk of 

fraudulent credits.    

 

Third-party verification provides a pathway to ensure accurate data that the public and 

decisionmakers can trust.  We strongly support DEQ moving forward with the third-party 

verification requirements without further delay.   

 

In addition, we support the requirement to have different parties, such as natural gas marketers, 

provide information to the agency.  It’s important to understand the allocations of emissions on a 

more granular level for policy-makers.  

 

Thanks again for the opportunity to provide preliminary comments.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

            
Zachariah Baker   Jana Gastellum   

Oregon Policy Manager   Climate Program Director  

Climate Solutions   Oregon Environmental Council 

                                                
1https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2019/10/22/california-gas-prices-governor-gavin-newsom-
calls-investigation/4061696002/ 
2https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5bbf18fcd86cc93bc4bfed58/t/5bfd3ada2b6a28d7b075079e/15433
22339872/The-business-benefits-of-third-party-verification-of-climate_data.pdf 
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November 15, 2019 
 
Elizabeth Elbel 
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 
700 NE Multnomah St, Suite 600 
Portland, OR. 97232 
 
Dear Ms. Elbel: 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Department of Environmental 
Quality’s (DEQ) Draft Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Reporting rulemaking.  Food 
Northwest is an association of food companies in Oregon, Washington and Idaho.  
Many of our Oregon companies participate in the reporting program and a number 
of facilities will be affected by the proposals in the draft rule. 
 
Food Northwest opposes the addition of Division 272, Third-Party Verification 
because it is unnecessary and will be extremely costly to reporting 
companies. 
 
DEQ has not clearly defined the need the proposed rule would address.   DEQ 
has not demonstrated that the data that has been submitted by reporting 
companies is inaccurate or inadequate.  There has been no detail provided as to 
the extent of this problem or what the specific issues have been.  In nearly a decade 
of reporting, this is the first time that DEQ has publicly indicated that there is any 
concern with the data reported. 
 
In response to the question “What need would the proposed rule address?” (Fiscal 
Impact Analysis, page 5) DEQ indicates that it has a dedicated staff person to 
conduct internal audits and verification. “However,” DEQ continues, “absent the 
addition of new staff, DEQ would not be able to review individual reports in the 
breadth and depth that third-party verification can provide.”  This appears to be a 
staffing issue and not a data issue. 
 
DEQ has not clearly defined how the proposed rule will address the need.  
DEQ states that the rule will address the need because it “will enhance the data 
quality and reliability for use in policy analysis and tracking of emissions.”   To 
achieve these purposes, DEQ is proposing an enormously costly and labor-intense 
third-party verification system based on California’s regulated emissions trading 
system. Such a system cannot be justified in order to provide enhanced data for  
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policy analysis.  Oregon does not have a regulated emissions trading program.  In 
addition, DEQ has not demonstrated that third-party verification is necessary to 
provide enhanced quality and reliability of data.  Moreover, DEQ has failed to offer 
and analyze any alternative approaches to third-party verification. 
 
DEQ has not clearly defined how it will know the rule has addressed the need.  
DEQ merely states that “[r]eports submitted to DEQ will be revised and improved 
throughout the verification process.”  DEQ has not previously described what 
improvements were required to the submitted reports, i.e., it has not clearly 
defined the need for the rule.  Only when DEQ clearly describes the needed data 
improvements, will it be able to assess the fitness of any approach. 
 
In summary, Food Northwest opposes the unnecessary and costly mandate 
proposed in the draft rule.  Food Northwest asks that DEQ work with regulated 
entities to identify the data improvement and review needs and to explore 
alternative and less-costly approaches to achieve enhanced quality and reliability of 
the data that is submitted to DEQ.  Food Northwest is committed to working with 
DEQ on this important effort.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
Vice President Energy, Environmental & Sustainability 
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November 15, 2019 
 
Elizabeth Elbel 
GHG Reporting Program 
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 
700 NE Multnomah Street, Suite 600 
Portland, Oregon 97232 
 
Dear Elizabeth,  
 
Thank you for allowing the Northwest Gas Association (NWGA) to participate in the 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GHG) Reporting and Third-Party Verification Rulemaking. 
We appreciate the opportunity to provide both direct ad written feedback.  
 
The NWGA represents the interests of the natural gas pipelines and utilities that deliver 
warmth and comfort to more than two million Oregon residents, and the productive 
energy for almost 100,000 businesses that support thousands of Oregon jobs all across 
the state. 
 
We do not have comments on the rule changes to Division 253 at this time. We oppose 
the the proposed changes to Divisions 215 and 272 for the following reasons. 
 
Requirement for Third-Party Verifiers: 
We oppose DEQ’s proposed mandate that large emitters contract with a third party to 
verify their greenhouse gas emissions data. These facilities take reporting seriously. 
They calculate the data accurately and it goes through many checks to ensure it is 
reported correctly, both to the EPA and the State of Oregon. In order for this sizable 
additional annual cost burden to facilities to make sense, we respectfully request that 
DEQ provide a solid rationale for this requirement. The need has not been convincingly 
demonstrated to date. We maintain that the additional costs induced by this mandate 
will yield no discernible benefit.   
 
Cost of Third-Party Verifiers:  
DEQ is estimating that the cost per facility will be $4,000 to $10,000 each year to 
contract with a third-party verifier. We believe the per facility is likely to be much higher. 
Also, many of our members operate multiple facilities or large gas systems, which will 
make the financial burden exponentially higher. We cannot support these extra annual 
expenses given that they are most likely to yield similar, if not identical, data to that 
which is currently provided. 
  
Internal Costs Associated with Proposed Rules:  
It is challenging to precisely calculate the incremental costs companies will incur to 
comply with the new requirements. That said, we have no doubt that there will be 
additional costs for compliance. Internal staff will have to be trained and dedicate time to 
compliance. Additional staff may be required. The impact alone of requiring Subpart W 
reporting will add thousands of dollars in annual costs to NWGA members who are 
currently not reporting that data to the State of Oregon. 
  

http://www.nwga.org/


Impact of Including EPA Subpart C: 
The requirement to report EPA’s Subpart C to the State of Oregon should be excluded 
from the rule changes. Our members emitting over the 25,000 CO2e threshold already 
include these emissions in their reports to the State of Oregon. The other companies 
and facilities have not had to report this data because it is such a small amount of the 
emissions: less than .01% of total emissions. This requirement will impose an extra 
burden, with little to no impact. 
 
Impact of Including EPA Subpart W: 
The addition of including EPA’s Subpart W reporting requirement on unpermitted 
facilities will mean that the pipelines and LDCs will have to report new technical data 
that can be difficult to calculate and will cost these businesses thousands of dollars 
annually to include. This provision should be omitted from the rule changes.  
 
Data Sensitivity Concerns: 
We are concerned that some of the data requested in DEQ’s proposed rules may 
violate confidentiality requirements as expressed by the Public Utility Commission. 
 
Alignment with EPA: 
Wherever possible, we encourage alignment with the EPA program. 
 
Thank you for considering our comments as you re-draft the proposed rules. Please 
contact us if you would like to talk further or have any questions.  
 
Sincerely,  

 
Dan Kirschner 
Executive Director NWGA 



 
 
 
November 15, 2019  
 
TO: DEQ GHG Reporting Rule Process 
FR: Kathryn VanNatta, NWPPA  
 DEQ GHG Advisory Committee Member 
RE: DEQ Proposed Rules on GHG Reporting and Third-Party Verification 
 
 
Thank you for the opportunity for the Northwest Pulp & Paper Association (NWPPA) to 
participate in the DEQ’s greenhouse gas (GHG) reporting and third-party verification advisory 
committee and to provide written comment on DEQ’s preliminary draft rules. 
 
NWPPA OVERARCHING COMMENTS  
 
NWPPA remains gravely concerned the Department of Environmental Quality’s (DEQ) 
immediate need for the third-party verification portion of proposed administrative rules and 
various other information requests not related to EPA’s GHG reporting, because EPA’s GHG 
reporting rule serves as the basis for Oregon’s program.  

• First, Oregon would become the only state without a carbon market system to require third 
party verification of GHG reports.  In addition, the federal EPA reporting program does not 
require third party verification of GHG reports from manufacturing facilities (also called 
stationery sources).   

• Second, DEQ has stated that proposed rule changes are based on California’s third-party 
verification program for California’s cap and trade program.   

• Third, NWPPA finds the Department’s explanation -- in the preliminary rule materials and 
the staff explanations at the committee meeting on September 11 and November 1 -- to be 
unpersuasive regarding the immediate need for information unrelated to GHG reporting. 

• Fourth, NWPPA finds the compressed rulemaking timeline unacceptable state agency 
protocol and in total opposition to usual DEQ rulemaking timelines:  the regulated 
community had two working days to prepare input into the September 11 and November 1  
rulemaking advisory committee meetings. 

• Finally, NWPPA asks if all this new information is intended to be used for a cap and trade 
program or a state-agency-mandated regulatory program of GHG emissions from 
Governor Brown?  NWPPA’s position is that requesting information, beyond Oregon’s 
current GHG reporting program based on the US EPA program, usurps the legislative 
process -- as a monetary-based GHG regulatory program does not currently exist either in 
Oregon law or administrative rule. 



 

NWPPA GHG Prelim Reporting Rule Comment Memo 
Nov. 15, 2019 

Page 2 of 8 
 

NWPPA SPECIFIC COMMENTS 
 
Comment 1 – Repeated 

NWPPA believes that the proposed preliminary rules in 340-215 go far beyond streamlining of 
greenhouse gas (GHG) reporting for manufacturing facilities (stationery sources) and suggests 
the rules be revised to remove new Oregon-specific data requests that are not required by US 
EPA GHG reporting program in 40 C.F.R. part 98.  

 

Comment 2 – Repeated 

The preliminary rules cover a very broad range of issues:  a major rewrite of the GHG reporting 
requirements for manufacturers, and for various types of utilities and transportation fuel 
suppliers, and the addition of third party verification for some entities.  

Suggested Remedy   

DEQ should consider breaking the rule proposal apart and performing a thoughtful rulemaking 
process on an extended timeline that allows full stakeholder input.   

 

Comment 3 – Repeated 

NWPPA’s position on DEQ’s proposed rule  of providing the name of a manufacturing facility’s 
natural gas supplier and amount of gas purchased (if facility has more than one natural gas 
supplier in a reporting year), in addition to having the names and purchased gas amount subject 
to third party verification, is that the proposed rule is unnecessary, unwarranted, and violates 
our right to maintain confidential business information.  

Suggested Remedy 

Remove any information requests related to names and verification of any facility’s commodity 
suppliers from this rulemaking.  

 

Comment 4 – Repeated  

NWPPA position on DEQ’s proposed rule  requiring information on:  1) energy generation totals 
in our cogeneration process or generation processes; 2) the amount of thermal energy that is 
sold or transferred across a boundary line between parties from a cogeneration unit; and, 3) 
making any of this information  subject to their party verification is that this proposed rule is 
unnecessary, unwarranted, and violates our right to maintain confidential business information.  
Furthermore, the term “thermal energy” is not even defined in the definitions section. 

Suggested Remedy   

Remove any information requests on either a facility’s energy generation or transfers or sales of 
“thermal energy” over boundaries from cogeneration units.  

 



 

NWPPA GHG Prelim Reporting Rule Comment Memo 
Nov. 15, 2019 
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Comment 5 – Repeated with modification 

NWPPA opposes the extremely short timeframe for the rulemaking and seeks an extension of 
the rulemaking timeframe.  NWPPA notes that the one- and two-working-day timeframe for 
advance distribution of meeting materials to committee members is unacceptable agency 
outreach to the regulated community.  The short timeframe is a clear disregard of the 
customary 14-calendar-day DEQ operation practice for distributing rulemaking advisory 
committee materials in advance of advisory committee meetings.   

Suggested Remedy 

Extend the rulemaking schedule to allow for customary timeframes for advisory committee 
material review and advisory committee input.  

Discussion 

Thank you for the two-week window to accept written preliminary comments after the 
November 1st rules advisory committee (RAC) meeting.  However, once again, the preliminary 
meeting materials were provided only days in advance of the November 1st meeting removing 
the ability of a full stakeholder review of the draft rule materials prior to the RAC and Fiscal 
Advisory Committee.  

 

Comment 6 – Repeated  

NWPPA asks the Department to lengthen the stationery source reporting timelines in OAR-215 
because of the additional complication of the DEQ’s new environmental data management 
system coming on-line in the middle of the new reporting and third-party verification process. 

 

Comment 7 – Repeated  

NWPPA objects to the Oregon GHG reporting and verification program timelines aligning with 
the California reporting and verification program timelines. 

Suggested Remedy 

DEQ should develop Oregon reporting and verification program timelines that make logical 
sense for Oregon facilities, allowing flexibility during the start-up phase of third party 
verification to allow Oregon to fully implement DEQ’s goal of an efficient program. 

 

Comment 8 – Repeated with modification.  

340-215-0040(1)(e)(A)  

NWPPA objects to the DEQ’s proposed requirements for prior notification for ownership or 
operation control changes. 

Suggested Remedy 
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Remove the proposed requirements in 340-215-0040(1)(e)(A).  It is unnecessary and 
unwarranted to provide facility ownership information to DEQ prior to an ownership change.  

Discussion 

If prior notification for ownership or operation control changes is not the intent of the rule and 
this is an enforceable action, the language should clarify the definition of  “owner” and 
“operator” and a timeframe for notification should be provided. 

 

Comment 9 – Repeated  

340-215-0040(1)(e)(B) 

NWPPA objects to DEQ’s proposed requirement that a current owner must certify GHG 
reporting compliance on behalf of previous owners. 

Suggested Remedy 

Remove the proposed requirements in 340-215-0040(1)(e)(B).  It is unrealistic that a new 
facility owner has to certify GHG reporting compliance on behalf of a prior facility owner -- as 
the new owner had no control over the facility’s prior GHG reporting.   

Further, DEQ did not and has not provided an answer to NWPPA’s repeated question at the 
September 11 advisory committee meeting as to when a GHG report becomes actionable for 
enforcement action, highlighting the need to remove the proposed requirements in 340-215-
0040(1)(e)(B).  This proposed rule is particularly troublesome as it is non-sensical and could 
result in unintended consequences.  

 

Comment 10 – Repeated  

340-215-0040(1)(h) 

NWPPA objects to the proposed rule authorizing DEQ to develop its own Global Warming 
Potentials for GHGs.  

Discussion 

NWPPA questions: 1) why DEQ is considering such an exercise; 2) whether a facility bears 
enforcement risk if DEQ’s Global Warming Potentials are different (and thus Oregon GHG 
reports different than EPA’s); and, 3) what the resolution process is if a regulated entity or their 
third-party verifier disagrees with DEQ-developed Global Warming Potentials? 

Suggested Remedy 

Remove the proposed requirements in 340-215-0040(1)(h).   

 

Comment 11 – Repeated 

NWPPA objects to any rules implying or mandating release of a verification statements before a 
facility has the opportunity to review the report and correct verification reports.  
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Comment 12 – Repeated with modification 

There are no verification entities in the California verification program that have experience 
working with pulp mills as there are no operating pulp mills in California.   

Suggested Remedy 

DEQ should extend the start of the verification timeline beyond year 2021 to accommodate a 
lack of verifier experience with pulp mills.  

Discussion 

Thank you for modifying the compliance timeline.  NWPPA reiterates our concerns over the lack 
of potential third-party verifiers in California that are experienced with pulp and paper 
operations. 

 

Comment 13 – Repeated with modification 

NWPPA objects to and questions the need for increasing the records retention time from five 
(5) to seven (7) years.   

Suggested Remedy 

DEQ should maintain the current records retention time period of five (5) years.  

Discussion 

Although, DEQ reduced the proposed records retention time from 10 to seven (7) years in the 
November rule draft, NWPPA still objects to the seven (7) years and contends that the current 
five-year timeframe should be maintained. 

 

Comment 14 - Repeated 

Natural Gas Requirements, reporting data on large end users: Gas supplied to large end users 
(188,500 MMBtu or greater) along with identifying information about the end user.   

NWPPA objects to DEQ proposed requirement to have our natural gas suppliers report data on 
our natural gas purchases. 

Discussion 

DEQ’s proposed rule is unnecessary, unwarranted, and violates our right to maintain 
confidential business information. 

Suggested Remedy 

DEQ should remove requirement for natural gas suppliers to report customer data to DEQ.  
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Comment 15 – Repeated  

Natural Gas Requirements, reporting data on marketers: Report quantity of gas transported 
for marketers contracting use of the distribution system along with identifying information 
about the marketer.  

NWPPA objects to DEQ proposed requirement to have our natural gas suppliers report data on 
our natural gas purchases. This information is not required for compliance with EPA’s GHG 
reporting program. 

Discussion 

DEQ’s proposed rule is unnecessary, unwarranted, and violates our right to maintain 
confidential business information. 

Suggested Remedy 

DEQ should remove requirement for natural gas suppliers to report customer data to DEQ.  

 

Comment 16 – Repeated 

NWPPA objects to the structure and prescriptive nature of the proposed third-party verification 
rules.   

Discussion 

The third-party verification rules are onerous, complicated, read like a verifier’s work plan 
check list and, since they are based on California’s program, are designed to accommodate 
California programs – not an unknown Oregon program regulating Oregon’s  manufacturing 
sectors. 

 

Comment 17 - New 

NWPPA objects to the absence of revised enforcement rules because it prevents stakeholders 
from undertaking an informed and accurate review of the rulemaking Fiscal Statement.  

Remedy 

DEQ should delay this rulemaking, provide all relevant rules, and convene another RAC to 
discuss the Fiscal Statement. 

Discussion 

DEQ has not provided a draft preliminary copy of new enforcement rules related to OAR 
Divisions 340-215, -253 and-272. However, DEQ noted during RAC meetings in September and 
November that enforcement rules related to the GHG reporting and verification programs will 
be revised.  The enforcement rules are now scheduled to be released at the commencement of 
formal rulemaking.  
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Comment 18 - New 

NWPPA notes and objects that descriptions and terms with regulatory meaning are used 
interchangeably and reiterates that the absence of the complete rulemaking package precludes 
regulatory clarity.  This lack of precise regulatory language causes confusion and limits 
understanding of the regulatory intent of the proposed rule changes.  Further, several key 
descriptive terms are undefined in proposed OAR division 340-215 and its regulatory 
relationship to OAR division 340-272.   

The confusing, undefined and interchanged terms include, but are not limited to:  reporting 
entity, regulated entity, regulated party, designated representative, owner, operator, source, 
and responsible person(s).  

The lack of precise language makes accurately commenting on the proposed preliminary rules 
and Fiscal Statement very difficult because reasonable people could come to completely 
different conclusions for a facility’s new regulatory requirements and associated compliance 
costs.  

Discussion 

At the November 1, 2019 RAC meeting, when NWPPA raised these same concerns, DEQ staff 
noted that they were aware of issues with the terms and definitions.   

Remedy 

DEQ should delay this rulemaking, provide a third revised version of OAR Division 340-215, -253 
and -272 (with clarifications of regulatory intent) and all relevant enforcement rules and then 
convene another RAC to discuss the Fiscal Statement. 

 

Comment 19 - New 

Reporting biomass-derived fuels 

OAR 340-215-0044(5)(a to b)  

Pertaining to fuels for wood-based biomass boilers at forest products facilities, NWPPA objects 
to the proposed reporting requirements. Specifically, NWPPA objects to the requirement to 
obtain and retain for seven years documentation from each upstream party (including 
environmental attributes, authentication documents, invoices, shipping reports, storage 
reports, contracts when reporting fuel combustion and emissions from renewable biomass-
derived fuels. 

Remedy 

Revise OAR 340-215-0044 to remove the upstream documentation records and seven-year 
retention requirements for every bone-dry short tone of biomass derived solid fuels for 
biomass boilers at forest products facilities.  
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Comment 20 – repeated and modified. 

NWPPA reiterates the verbal comments of their advisory committee member, Kathryn 
VanNatta, at the September 11 and November 1, 2019 GHG Advisory Committee meetings.  

 

Thank you for the opportunity to participate in the GHG rulemaking advisory committee and to 
provide written comment.   
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Subject:
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Megan Stratman
GHG2019; MCCONNAHA Colin; ELBEL Elizabeth; SLAWSKY Lauren (Lauren.Slawsky@state.or.us) 
NRU Comments on DEQ Draft GHG Reporting Requirements
Friday, November 15, 2019 4:50:27 PM

Northwest Requirements Utilities (NRU) represents the interests of 53 Load Following 
customers of the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA), eighteen of which are located in the 
state of Oregon. As Load Following customers, NRU members purchase up to 100% of their 
power supply from BPA. A subset of NRU members also purchase non-BPA power in order to 
diversify their power supply mix. Clarity in the GHG reporting rules will best allow NRU 
members and BPA to accurately and efficiently report the information DEQ is seeking.
NRU appreciates the opportunity to submit comments in response to the proposed rules that 
were presented at the November 1st Rules Advisory Committee meeting.
NRU is concerned that DEQ’s proposed definitions for “specified source,” “unspecified 
source,” and “power contract” differ in a material way from the California Air Resource 
Board’s (CARB) definition under its Mandatory Reporting Requirement (MRR). Specifically, 
DEQ proposes that the source must be specified “prior to delivery” whereas CARB requires 
specification “at the time of entry into the transaction.” This would lead to a difference 
between the two states in terms of what transactions constitute a specified versus unspecified 
source.
NRU proposes that DEQ adopt CARB’s approach requiring the source be specified at the time 
of entry into the transaction. This approach is well-documented under CARB’s Electric Power 
Entity Reporting Requirements FAQs. Adoption of this approach provides consistency between 
Oregon and California in what market transactions are considered to be from a specified 
source, ensuring entities enter into a transaction with the intent to purchase from such a 
source.
By aligning these definitions with those in California, both utilities and BPA will be able to 
more easily and accurately comply with DEQ’s GHG reporting rules. NRU recognizes the 
complexity in developing these definitions and expresses its appreciation for DEQ’s willingness 
to work with utilities and BPA to refine the definitions to ensure they are clear and provide 
accurate information without causing undue administrative complexity.
Best regards,

Megan Stratman
Rates and Policy Director
Northwest Requirements Utilities

This email may contain confidential or privileged information. The information is intended to be for the use of the 
individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient or have received this email in error, notify the 
sender immediately and destroy the material in its entirety, whether in electronic or hard copy format. Any 
unauthorized copying, disclosure or distribution of the material in this email is strictly forbidden. Thank you.
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November 15, 2019 

Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 
Greenhouse Gas Reporting 
700 NE Multnomah Street, Suite 600 
Portland, Oregon 97232 

Re:  NW Natural – Comments to the GHG 2019 Rulemaking Advisory Committee – 
Meeting #2 November 1, 2019 

Dear Elizabeth Elbel: 

NW Natural appreciates the opportunity to provide comments to the Oregon Department 
of Environmental Quality (DEQ) as a member of the GHG 2019 Rulemaking Advisory 
Committee. We are committed to working with DEQ to ensure accurate and timely 
reporting, and we very much appreciate the opportunity to provide our ideas and insights 
after attending the second meeting on November 1, 2019.  

NW Natural supports maintaining a robust and accurate GHG Reporting program for the 
State of Oregon. Our intention is to provide thoughtful comments and informed 
recommendations that add value to the rulemaking process. However, we reserve the 
right to revisit each of these comments and questions as the process evolves, or to 
provide additional comments as we have time to fully consider the impacts of these 
rules. 

GHG reporting for the distribution of natural gas is complex and NW Natural has unique 
components throughout our system, including on-system storage, which create important 
nuances for accurate reporting. We welcome the opportunity to provide technical 
expertise to DEQ and other stakeholders, in order to help guide the development of 
comprehensive and accurate GHG reporting.   

NW Natural's Business 
In existence since 1859, NW Natural is a local distribution company (LDC) that provides 
natural gas service to roughly 2.5 million people through about 750,000 meters in 
Oregon and SW Washington. The majority of our customers, approximately 90%, are 
located in Oregon. Throughout the region, the Company owns pipelines that carry gas to 
homes and businesses for water and space heating, cooking, commercial and industrial 
processes. 
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We believe there is a climate imperative and have engaged productively at the state 
level to support Oregon's goals to lower statewide carbon emissions.  
 
Current NW Natural GHG Reporting 
NW Natural currently provides greenhouse gas (GHG) reporting data at the federal level 
to the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and at the state level to DEQ.  The 
vast majority of the emissions reported are from the combustion of natural gas by our 
customers; a very small percentage (approximately 1%) of the total emissions reported 
are emitted by our facilities for the operation and maintenance of the utility and its 
distribution system. 
 
Comments on the Draft GHG 2019 Rules 
 
We have organized our comments by the rule divisions below. 
 
Clean Fuels Program – Division 253 
 
NW Natural sees value in reporting integrity with the clean fuels program. At this time, 
we have no additional comments but may in the future as the rulemaking process 
evolves. 
  
Greenhouse Gas Reporting Program – Division 215 
 
Large End User Definition 
We are encouraged that DEQ has elected to align the State’s GHG Reporting 
requirements with EPA’s well tested and established reporting program.  We believe this 
will help streamline the State’s reporting program and will provide the State with an 
accurate GHG inventory with minimal additional burden on the regulated community. 
 
Proposed Subpart C Reporting 
We understand that DEQ is asking natural gas suppliers to report customer emissions 
(Subpart NN) in accordance with Subpart C of EPA’s current program.  NW Natural’s 
current customer emissions do not meet the reporting threshold for Subpart C and we 
ask that DEQ not add the additional reporting burden.  The GHG’s reported in Subpart C, 
Nitrous Oxide and Methane (due to incomplete combustion of natural gas), are de 
minimis and account for less than 0.10% of our customers total emissions.  That 
percentage is calculated using all of our customer emissions, including large end users 
that are typically removed from the system total.  If DEQ chooses to move forward with a 
reporting mechanism that captures the Subpart C emissions we ask that DEQ take on 
that reporting burden and include the calculations in the proposed IT component of the 
State’s new reporting program.  We would be happy to provide recommendations for 
developing that system. 
 
Permitted Sources Owned and Operated by Natural Gas Suppliers 
We recommend permitted air contamination facilities owned and operated by natural gas 
suppliers be excluded from GHG reporting requirements for air contamination facilities.  
The emissions reported to the state in the air contamination program are also captured in 
EPA’s Subpart NN and W reporting programs.  Excluding these facilities from reporting 
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requirement for air contamination facilities would help to streamline reporting for these 
entities and will also help reduce the potential for double counting errors in the state’s 
GHG Inventory. 
 
Increase or Decreases in Emissions 
We ask that DEQ remove Section 340-215-0044(4) requiring descriptions when annual 
emissions have increased or decreased more that 5% from the previous year’s 
emissions.  A 5% deviation is well within the variability that a typical facility or system 
would see on an annual basis due to changes in operations, economic conditions and 
weather for a natural gas utility.  This rule is problematic as systems and sources do not 
operate at static levels every year. 
 
Biomass-Derived Fuels 
We ask that DEQ remove Section 340-215-0044(5)(b) requiring that records be 
maintained as to the environmental attributes associated with purchased biomass-
derived fuels.  Environmental attributes of fuels are not a component of the reporting 
program and these recordkeeping requirements serve no purpose within the structure of 
Oregon’s current regulations.  Reporting requirement for environmental attributes related 
to RNG will be determined by the Oregon Public Utilities Commission (in their rulemaking 
under SB 98) and we want to avoid duplicative or inconsistent requirements. 
 
Third Party Verification – Division 272 
 
Third Party Verification (TPV) is not necessary for GHG Reporting in Oregon.  In 
developing its plan for TPV, DEQ appears to have chosen the most expensive option for 
data verification.  DEQ has not adequately provided justification or a verifiable need for a 
TPV system as part of the State’s proposed GHG Reporting Program. 
 
With DEQ’s proposed adoption of EPA’s reporting programs and methodologies, TPV 
may only marginally improve emissions data and will add considerable cost to all of the 
regulated sectors, their customers, and the public.  EPA already has a rigorous 
verification program that includes their internal review and requires entities to use 
information that is audited under existing regulations outlined in the Sarbanes-Oxley Act 
of 2002. Also, as a filer with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) NW 
Natural is subject to an extensive third-party financial audit which includes examining the 
volumes purchased, sold, and inventoried each year.  Most of the process 
documentation and source data alluded to in the draft Division 272 rules is captured in 
the scope of these audits and, therefore, a TPV would be duplicative in many respects. 
 
EPA verifies the reporting by comparing the data, on an annual basis, with the US - 
Energy Information Administration Reporting (EIA Report) and NW Natural’s annual 
Form 10-K reporting to the SEC.  The EPA’s verification processes have been in place 
since the original implementation of their GHG Reporting Program in 2009. 
 
EPA accepts self-certified emissions reports under other Clean Air Act programs and has 
not found any need to require third party verification in order to obtain good quality data. 
Self-certification with verification by EPA results in sufficient accuracy and quality 
assurance without imposing the cost of third-party verification.  EPA has robust 
enforcement powers under the Clean Air Act, including the authority to impose significant 
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daily penalties and other civil and criminal sanctions.  In addition, as EPA discussed in 
the preamble to its reporting rules, imposing a TPV requirement will delay the release of 
GHG emissions data by 3 to 6 months and EPA would still need to perform consistency 
checks after the TPV was complete.  EPA also noted that TPV would require substantial 
resources to qualify and accredit third-party verifiers.  See, 74 Fed. Reg. 56259, 56283 
(October 30, 2009).  EPA’s observations are as accurate today as they were ten years 
ago when GHG reporting was still a relatively new concept.  After ten years of reporting 
at the state and federal level, there is far less need to have TPV today than there was 
when reporters had not yet accumulated a decade of reporting experience. 
 
In the absence of an economy or market based GHG reduction program in Oregon, there 
is no need for DEQ to require the type of TPV being proposed and used by the State of 
California.  In the event a market based GHG reduction program is implemented, we 
would continue to question if TPV adds value.  Further, in our due diligence with LDCs in 
California they have struggled to find enough qualified verifiers to handle the current 
level of demand generated by California’s Cap and Trade Program.  DEQ’s TPV 
program would compound that problem. Utilities have found that the third-party verifiers 
often have no experience with the industry they are reviewing, and we have heard 
anecdotally that the process results in the need to train the verifiers at great expense and 
without any noticeable improvement in the quality of the reported data. In short, the TPV 
requirements appears to be redundant to our current practices, costly, and provides de 
minimis value.   
 
One of the issues that exacerbates the difficulty complying with the California TPV 
program is the suite of complex conflict of interest (COI) requirements.  The complexity 
of the COI provisions is amply demonstrated by the fact that DEQ has not been able to 
extract the unique California requirements from the draft.  For example, the rules identify 
that a high COI service for an Oregon source is where the verifier has worked on the 
Oregon reporting source’s assessment under the California Environmental Quality Act 
(CEQA).  CEQA does not apply in Oregon and such references do not belong in the 
rules.  While this is likely an error, it exemplifies the unnecessary complexity of the draft 
rules and the fact that DEQ is challenged to sort out the requirements in preparing the 
draft for proposal. 
 
The COI provisions pose a unique challenge to Oregon businesses.  Oregon is a smaller 
state with a smaller community of potential verifiers.  Stating in Section 340-272-
0500(4)(a) that a presumptive COI exists where there are “any instances of personal or 
familial relationships between the member of the verification body and management or 
staff of the responsible person” is excessively broad in a state of our size.  Similarly, 
disqualifying a verifier from working for a reporting company if the verifier has performed 
any work done for a trade association to which the reporting company belongs is 
punitive, unnecessary and violates a company’s Constitutionally protected right of 
association.  Another such overreaching example is that Section 340-272-0500(2) bars a 
verifier from doing any work for a reporting company if it has provided services to a 
reporting company’s “legal representative” (an undefined term) in any type of proceeding 
in the past five years.  These types of provisions are unnecessary and will make it 
extremely difficult for a reporting company to engage TPV services.  That increases the 
burden and the cost of the GHG reporting program without any environmental benefit. 
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The proposed requirements are also highly personally intrusive in manners inconsistent 
with Oregon practice and law.  As drafted, Section 340-272-0500(6)(d) would require that 
a reporting company report to the state a list of names and “a description of any 
instances of personal or family relationships” involving persons at the reporting company 
and the verifying company.  This is not only intrusive and requiring information that a 
reporting entity may not reasonably have, it requires reporting of personal information 
that may not even be legal for the state to require be reported.  This is particularly 
egregious where the reporting company must certify the accuracy of its list of persons “in 
personal relationships” under penalty of perjury as would be required by Section 340-
272-0500(6)(f).  To further exacerbate this situation, Section 340-272-0500(8) would 
require the reporting company to monitor the family and personal relationships for a year 
after completion of verification services and notify DEQ if any personal or family 
relationship develops.  If a personal relationship did develop 11 months after verification 
services were completed, the draft rules unreasonably give DEQ the authority to require 
that the reporting company repeat the verification process. The COI provisions are not 
only violative of people’s personal affairs, they are also not practical in a state as small 
as Oregon where extended family may generate undue and unnecessary COI reports.   
 
We are also greatly concerned about the substantial agency resources necessary to 
implement the COI program and the potential for lengthy delays.  Verification is not 
allowed to proceed until the reporting entity conducts a COI evaluation in relation to “any 
verification bodies, general verifiers, lead verifiers, sector specific verifiers, independent 
reviewers and subcontractors.”  Once this effort is complete, and the reporting company 
prepares and submits a COI evaluation as well as a COI mitigation plan, verification 
cannot proceed until DEQ has reviewed and approved each COI evaluation and COI 
mitigation plan as well as prepared a written response to the reporting company.  The 
steps involved in this process are burdensome for the reporting entity but also require 
levels of agency staffing and agency responsiveness that we have previously not seen.  
All reports are set to be submitted at the same time of year and this will lead to 
tremendous backlogs.  Again, as EPA noted in rejecting TPV, the primary result of the 
COI process will be to delay report submittal and the release of data to those persons 
relying on it to assess GHG emissions in Oregon. 
 
We again ask that DEQ remove Division 272 TPV requirements for GHG Reporting 
under Division 215.  We also ask that all mention of TPV be removed from Division 215.  
Use of the EPA reporting system and data would greatly reduce stakeholder’s 
administrative burden by minimizing duplicative of efforts to provide reliable and accurate 
GHG data to DEQ for regulatory purposes and meet the objective for streamlining GHG 
Reporting.  Further, we recommend that DEQ adopt EPA’s enforcement scheme as part 
of Division 215. 
 
It is critical to avoid double counting within the GHG inventory and we believe it is 
important to have external parties review the inventory prepared by DEQ.  To this end, 
we recommend that the State’s GHG Inventory be subject to peer review by the 
regulated community or their designee to ensure that double counting has been 
eliminated and that the state inventory aligns with EPA and EIA annual reporting.   
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Fiscal Impact Analysis 
 
After reviewing the Fiscal Impact Analysis presented in the meeting on November 1, 
2019, we echo the numerous comments made to DEQ that the analysis under estimated 
the fiscal impacts to the regulated community and the public.  In addition, the analysis 
underreports the fiscal impacts to DEQ’s annual budget for implementing the proposed 
Clean Fuels Program, Greenhouse Gas Reporting Program and the associated Third-
Party Verification.  We recommend that DEQ engage the regulated community to refine 
the Fiscal Impact Analysis, which may require the extension of the proposed rule 
development and implementation. This would greatly benefit all stakeholders.   
 
Conclusion 
 
We appreciate the opportunity to be part of the GHG 2019 Rulemaking Advisory 
Committee.  We look forward to collaborating with DEQ to develop a GHG Reporting 
program that provides the agency with reliable and accurate data. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Andrew P. Bauer, RG 
Environmental Specialist 
 
cc:  Kathryn Williams 
       Bill Edmonds 
       Michael Hayward 
 

 
 



November 15, 2019 
 
 
Elizabeth Elbel 
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 
700 NE Multnomah Street 
Suite 600 
Portland, OR 97232 
 
Via email: GHG2019@deq.state.or.us 
 
Re: GHG2019 Rulemaking Advisory Committee Meeting #2 

 

Dear Ms. Elbel: 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Department of Environmental Quality’s (DEQ) 

Draft Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Reporting rulemaking. The undersigned organizations represent 
all business sectors affected by the proposed GHG reporting regulations. Collectively, we 
represent approximately 1,700 businesses that employ more than 400,000 people. 
 
Our comments on the GHG reporting rulemaking package focus on Division 272, Third Party 
Verification. Our respective organizations are following the GHG reporting rulemaking, and, 
while various sectors may be impacted in different ways by the Divisions 215 and 253 
proposals, the Division 272 proposal similarly affects important employers in Oregon.  
 
We oppose the third party verification requirement in the rulemaking package because DEQ has 
failed to justify the need for it. DEQ has administered a long-standing GHG reporting program in 
which facilities emitting more than 2,500 metric tonnes of CO2e are required to file annual 
reports with DEQ. Additionally, sources that emit 25,000 metric tonnes or more of CO2e are 
also required to report GHG emissions to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 
GHG reports are therefore audited for accuracy by at least one if not two regulatory agencies. 
 
For nearly a decade, the regulated community has diligently tracked and reported GHG 
emissions. To our knowledge, at no time since the program’s inception has the Department 
expressed a concern that the data being reported is unreliable or contains substantial errors. 
Unfortunately, DEQ is opting to stand up an entirely new, complex, and extremely costly 
regulatory program rather than engage the regulated community in a dialogue about the nature 
and frequency of the reporting problems and then work together to find solutions, if they are 
warranted. DEQ has yet to quantify and disclose the extent of the errors they have described. 
 
In the context of the GHG reporting rulemaking, DEQ has repeatedly stated that third party 
verification is needed to collect the data necessary to “inform public policy decisions.” This 
statement lacks plausibility when EPA’s Greenhouse Gas Reporting Program serves many 
beneficial objectives including a GHG inventory that can be used to “inform policy at the state 
and local levels.” Both the federal and state GHG reporting programs have provided significant 
data used to inform public policy decisions and we are not able to identify data gaps that would 
be resolved by third party verification. 

mailto:GHG2019@deq.state.or.us
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We find it confounding that DEQ would not invest more time and thought into analyzing options 
that stop short of launching a major new regulatory program, which will prove to be labor- and 
cost-intensive for both the regulator and the regulated. Alternative approaches could include: 

• Electronic validation and verification like EPA’s system, which ensures that data 

submitted to EPA are accurate, complete and consistent through a multi-step process. 
This includes pre-submittal and post-submittal checks; 

• Technical assistance to facilities to ensure that the requirements are well understood 
and that tools are available to support accurate reporting; or 

• Augmenting DEQ’s internal auditing capacity. 
 
Third party verification makes sense where there is not an agency (or agencies) with existing 
data collection and enforcement authority. DEQ’s proposal to shift the burden of reviewing GHG 

reports to third parties paid for by the reporting sources suggests that DEQ considers itself 
unable to perform the basic auditing duties that the Legislature has delegated to it and for which 
the agency has staffed itself. If third party verification is adopted, DEQ should present a 
corresponding decrease in its budget and staffing to reflect the outsourcing of responsibilities 
claimed by the Department when the Environmental Quality Commission adopted the Division 
215 reporting regulations in 2008. 
 
We are unconvinced that DEQ lacks adequate data to inform public policy or that third party 
verification will significantly improve unsubstantiated data quality challenges. We urge DEQ to 
quantify and fully describe the problem it perceives and work with regulated entities to 
determine alternate methods for addressing the issue. 
  
Sincerely, 
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To:   Elizabeth Elbel, Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,  

GHG2019@deq.state.or.us 

Re:  GHG 2019 Rulemaking Comments II 

 

November 15, 2019 

 

Dear Elizabeth:  

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the DRAFT Proposed Regulations for Greenhouse 

Gas (GHG) Reporting and the Clean Fuels Standard (CFP).  The Oregon Fuels Association (OFA) 

represents fuel distributors and retailers in multi-generational, family-owned local businesses who 

employ hundreds of people in our communities and provide an essential service for Oregonians.  

Our customers include people driving to work, school and to essential services, and businesses 

moving goods throughout the states. For many in Oregon, driving isn’t just a privilege, it’s a 

necessity.  

 

OFA strongly objects to the tremendously costly third-party verification requirements added to 

Division 215 (GHG Reporting) and Division 272 (CFP). 

 

Specifically for Division 215 (GHG Reporting), unlike the CFP, there is no market-based program 

associated with this data.  That makes the need to independently verify the data (beyond the 

existing penalty provisions for submitting inaccurate data) tremendously burdensome and 

expensive without any legitimate reason for the additional authentication of the data.  We strongly 

encourage the DEQ to not adopt third-party verification requirement for the GHG program. 

 

Under Division 272 (CFP), Oregon fuel companies operating only in Oregon will effectively pay 

more for third-party verification than fuel companies operating in multiple states.  Fuel companies 

operating in multiple states can negotiate for quantity discount pricing not available to smaller 

Oregon-based companies.  If third-party verification is chosen by the DEQ, it should only apply 

to the largest, multi-state operators.   

Alternatively, OFA continues to advocate for a less costly approach to ensuring accurate data is 

submitted to the DEQ. All CFP reports should be submitted at the risk/liability of the reporting 

entity, including an increased penalty schedule.  Any fraudulent or incorrect reporting would be 
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the responsibility of the reporting entity, assuming the risk of submitting information that is not 

independently verified.  Third-party verification would be a recommendation to mitigate risk, but 

not required.  

 

Thank you, 

 

Danelle Romain & Mike Freese, Representing the Oregon Fuels Association  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Oregon Fuels Association 

www.oregonfuels.org 



To:  Elizabeth Elbel, Oregon Department of Environmental Quality, 

GHG2019@deq.state.or.us 

Re: GHG 2019 Rulemaking Comments II 

November 15, 2019 

Dear Elizabeth, 

Thank you for the opportunity for the Oregon People’s Utility District Association (OPUDA) and 

Oregon Rural Electric Cooperative Association (ORECA) to comment on the Department of 

Environmental Quality’s Draft Proposed Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Reporting Rule.   

OPUDA members include all Oregon electric PUDs, which provide at-cost electric service to 

nearly two-thirds of the Oregon coastline, parts of Columbia and Multnomah counties, Lane 

County, and as far east as Wasco County.  ORECA represents the legislative and regulatory 

interests of Oregon’s 18 not-for-profit, consumer-owned electric cooperative utilities.  Thank you 

for the opportunity to comment on an issue of great importance to us. OPUDA and ORECA and 

our members are committed to providing at-cost electricity to our customers and reducing 

emissions affordably.  OPUDA and ORECA will continue to participate in statewide climate 

policy discussions and help lead Oregon into the future.   

Public power utilities are regulated by the current GHG Reporting Program.  The proposed changes 

to the regulations will impact OPUDA and ORECA members.  With that in mind, we appreciate 

the efforts by DEQ to work with public power utilities to draft the regulations in a constructive 

fashion.  Please find below, our joint comments to the draft proposed rules: 

Greenhouse Gas Reporting Changes (Division 215):  We appreciate the significant changes 

made to the previous draft. Our members are evaluating the proposed changes, but have no further 

comment at this time. 

Third-Party Verification (Division 272):  OPUDA and ORECA oppose the addition of a third-

party verification requirement because it is both unnecessary and extremely costly.   

DEQ’s proposed needs statement provides that the “proposed rules will enhance the breadth and 

accuracy of the data collected by the [GHG Reporting Program], which will in turn ensure the 

program keeps pace with ongoing consideration of further statewide climate policy.”  In addition, 

DEQ suggests that the third-party verification requirement “will enhance the data quality and 

reliability for use in tracking emissions trends and in policy analysis.”  In summary, DEQ wants 

the information for climate policy discussions, not for regulating GHG emission.  DEQ already 

has the information necessary to serve this purpose and fails to consider and/or analyze alternative 

approaches to existing reporting protocols.   
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Today, regulated entities, including OPUDA and ORECA members, report GHG emissions to the 

state based on the best, most current data available.  We are unaware of any examples where those 

reports have been inaccurate, or not updated as necessary based on new information in 

communication with DEQ.  Utilities, like other regulated entities, are subject to DEQ audits and 

penalties for falsely or inaccurately reporting GHG data.  There is no incentive for regulated 

entities to report inaccurately. While OPUDA and ORECA appreciate the 25,000 MtCO2e 

threshold requiring verification, we each have members who would be required to obtain third-

party verification.  DEQ has not provided any examples of how public utilities are failing to meet 

data quality and reliability under the GHG emissions reporting program. Third-party verification 

is completely unnecessary and could cost public utilities and our customers tens-of-thousands of 

dollars.   

Even if the Environmental Quality Commission finds that some additional oversight of GHG 

emissions data is warranted – which we dispute – DEQ failed to offer and analyze alternative 

approaches to the costly third-party verification requirement.  For instance, DEQ could increase 

the penalties for failing to accurately report.  This will add to the disincentive to report inaccurately.  

Furthermore, DEQ could also increase its auditing capabilities.  The legislature is the policymaking 

body considering new GHG laws.  If they found it necessary to improve data for GHG emissions, 

the legislature could provide funding to add to DEQ’s auditing capabilities.   

DEQ could create a program to provide technical assistance to regulated entities to ensure they 

have the tools and protocols to accurately report GHG emissions data. Similar to improving audit 

capabilities, DEQ could request additional resources from the legislature to work with regulated 

entities, rather than mandate costly third-party verification on regulated entities like public utilities. 

All of these options are  least costly alternatives and meet DEQ’s stated need of “enhancing the 

data quality and reliability for use in tracking emissions trends and in policy analysis.”     

Again, thank you for allowing OPUDA and ORECA the opportunity to comment on the second 

draft proposed GHG reporting rules.  If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Mike 

Freese, Danelle Romain or Ted Case.  

Thank you. 
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November 15, 2019 
 
Ms. Elizabeth Elbel 
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 
700 Multnomah Street, Suite 600 
Portland, OR 97232-4100 
 
RE: Comments of PNGC Power on Oregon Department of Environmental Quality’s Proposed Revisions 
to the Greenhouse Gas Reporting Rule 
 
Dear Ms. Elbel: 
 
As a follow-on to PNGC Power’s (“PNGC’s”) October 11, 2019 comments on the Oregon Department of 
Environmental Quality’s (“DEQ’s”) proposed revisions to the state’s greenhouse gas (“GHG”) reporting 
rules, we would like to weigh-in on language regarding what constitutes a “specified” versus an 
“unspecified” purchase in the context of a “power contract.” In short, we are seeking alignment 
between states, and specifically with rules currently in place in California set forth by the California Air 
Resources Board (“CARB”). In addition to fostering alignment between states, we believe our 
recommended change to DEQ’s proposal will add greater clarity and transparency to all parties 
associated with this rulemaking. Thank you in advance for your consideration.   
 
DEQ Proposal 
DEQ’s proposal would require that, “A power contract for a specified source is a contract that is 
contingent upon delivery of power from a particular facility, unit, or asset-controlling supplier’s system 
identified and agreed upon at a time prior to the delivery of the electricity.”  
 
Further, DEQ defines an “Unspecified source of electricity” or “unspecified source” as a source of 
electricity that is not from a specified source.  
 
CARB’s Rules 
CARB’s rules state, that a “Specified source of electricity” or “specified source” means a facility or unit 
which is permitted to be claimed as the source of electricity delivered. The reporting entity must have 
either full or partial ownership in the facility/unit on a written power contract to procure electricity 
generated by that facility/unit. Specified facilities/units include cogeneration systems. Specified sources 
also means electricity procured from an asset-controlling supplier recognized by the Air Resource Board 
(“ARB”).” 
 
Further, CARB defines an “Unspecified source of electricity” or “unspecified source” as a source of 
electricity that is not a specified source at the time of entry into the transaction to procure the 
electricity.   
 
Recommended Change to DEQ’s Proposal 
In an effort to align Oregon’s approach with California’s rules regarding what constitutes a specified 
versus an unspecified purchase, PNGC would like DEQ to consider adopting CARB’s approach. Along 
these lines, we would like to see DEQ require that a power contract for a specified source be 
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“established at the time of entry into the transaction to procure the electricity” as opposed to the more 
vague “at a time prior to the delivery of the electricity.” We believe that by requiring an entity to be 
precise about whether a transaction will be specified or unspecified at the time of transaction as 
opposed to at some point prior to delivery will add clarity and transparency to all parties involved. It also 
aids in establishing an entity’s intent to purchase a low or carbon-free resource at the time of entry into 
the transaction. This upfront establishment of intent provides the best value for the carbon free 
attributes of the resource.   
 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide follow-up comment. We look forward to working with DEQ 
throughout this important rulemaking process.  
 
 
Best regards, 
 

 
Ashley Slater  
Vice President Government Affairs and Policy 
PNGC Power 
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Elysia Treanor
GHG2019
David Monro; MCCONNAHA Colin (colin.mcconnaha@state.or.us); ELBEL Elizabeth (elizabeth.elbel@state.or.us) 
Portland General Electric Company comments - 11/15/2019
Friday, November 15, 2019 4:46:15 PM

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed Division 215 revisions to
Oregon’s Greenhouse Gas Reporting Program. Our specific comments are below.

1. PGE requests that under Division 340-215-0020(33) – Definitions – that the definition of
“Investor Owned Utility” be modified to match the Oregon Public Utility Commission
definition of Investor Owned Utility (or “public utility” under ORS 757.005(1)) for consistency
among state agencies.

2. PGE requests that under Division 340-215-0020(35) – Definitions – that the last sentence
under the definition of “Local Distribution Company” be modified to state “This excludes
interstate pipelines.”

3. Under Division 340-215-0030(2)(c)(C), reporting of SF6 emissions from electric power system
facilities under 40 C.F.R. part 98 subpart DD is only applicable to Investor Owned Utilities;
however, under Division 340-215-0105(b), the requirements appear to apply to “any
regulated entity.” PGE requests that these two sections include the same applicability and
match the reporting entity definitions in part 98 subpart DD.

4. Division 340-215-0040(1) includes a very broad reference to 40 C.F.R. part 98. PGE
recommends that this broad reference be removed, or at the very least, is modified to be
more specific to which sections in part 98 that DEQ is looking for Oregon reporting entities to
comply with.

5. There are requirements to submit additional information to DEQ, when requested, under 340-
215-0040(3) and 340-215-0042(5); however, these two sections have different timeframes for
submitting requested information. PGE requests that these two sections be reconciled, and
potentially delete one of the sections, for clarity. Additionally, PGE recommends that the
language in these sections be modified to state that the information can be submitted to DEQ
“or made available” as some information used to generated emission reports is confidential
(i.e. power purchase agreements) and should not be submitted to DEQ.

6. In Division 340-215-0042(1) regulated entities “must document methods and procedures,
including but not limited to the procedure used for all missing data estimates and
standardized methods applied…” PGE recommends that DEQ provide additional information
and guidance in this section. It is unclear if DEQ is requesting a GHG monitoring plan. PGE also
recommends including language that, if a facility already has a GHG monitoring plan per the
federal reporting program or through California’s reporting program, that DEQ would allow
these existing plans to be adequate in meeting this requirement.

7. It is unclear which regulated entities are required to follow Division 340-215-0115(6)(f) for
determination of the annual weighted average HHV for pipeline quality natural gas. PGE
recommends that this be clarified.

8. In Division 340-215-0120, it appears that DEQ is attempting to apply the specified and
unspecified source definitions to both (1) electricity supplier owned and operated generation
sources and (2) purchased power. PGE recommends that the specified and unspecified source
definitions only apply to purchased power consistent with the California reporting program.
This will require additional rule language to be added regarding owned and operated
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generation.
9. Division 340-215-0120(1) states that “Electricity suppliers must report information and

emissions related to the generation of electricity delivered or distributed to end users in this
state…” However, the rule does not address how an electricity supplier should address sales
(specified or unspecified) to the wholesale market as this generation would not be delivered
or distributed to its end users. PGE requests that DEQ include rule language clarifying how
electricity suppliers should address electricity sales.

10. Under Division 340-215-0120(2)(b)(B), there is a requirement to “Report details about each
specified facility, unit, or ACS, including fuel type or types and information about the seller,
including company name and contact information.” Under the California reporting program,
this information is submitted earlier than the actual GHG emissions report in the “Specified
Source Facility Registration” that is due by February 1st of each year. This allows CARB time to
calculate emission factors ahead of the emissions report due date. PGE recommends that DEQ
follow a similar format. Also, is DEQ’s online reporting system going to be able to support
submittal of such information?

11. Under Division 340-215-0120(2)(b)(B), there is a requirement to “Provide documentation
supporting claims of a specified source of electricity.” Can DEQ please provide more clarity in
this section of what information must be provided and on what timeframe. Please see
comment #5 above regarding confidential information.

And as a more general comment, PGE requests that the implementation of the rule changes be 
delayed a full calendar year following EQC approval of the rules. The rule changes currently 
contemplated would require changes in business practices by PGE and other participants in 
wholesale energy markets, which will take significant time and effort to implement. A reasonable 
lead-time for the rules would allow reporting entities to implement necessary changes in business 
practices in response to the rule changes without compromising data quality. The majority of our 
contracts (both long term power purchase agreements and shorter-term contracts) either do not 
contemplate specified versus unspecified sources or do not align clearly enough with the proposed 
reporting framework (which are subject to change prior to finalizing). Implementing the specified 
source definition for Electricity Suppliers to either historical data or without sufficient lead time will 
result in a disproportionate amount of energy being reported as unspecified—a reduction in data 
quality from the current reporting approach.
In addition, under the proposed Division 272 – Third-Party Verification – PGE requests that in-state 
electric generating units that are subject to the Acid Rain (40 CFR Part 75) program be exempted 
from third-party verification requirements. Extensive monitoring, recording, reporting and QA/QC 
procedures are implemented through the Acid Rain program to ensure accurate data is collected. 
Units regulated under the Acid Rain program are already subject to significant verification, operate 
according to detailed QA/QC plans, and are vetted through EPA’s program. Additionally, Continuous 
Emissions monitoring Systems (CEMS) installed on units’ subject to Part 75 are further regulated by 
DEQ through the Title V permitting program. Requiring third party verification as a redundancy to 
established regulatory programs would be an unnecessary duplication of effort.
Again, thank you for the opportunity to comment and please reach out if you have questions or 
comments.
Thanks, Elysia

Elysia Treanor
Portland General Electric Company | Environmental Policy Manager
121 SW Salmon Street 1WTC0307 | Portland, OR 97204 



Comments of the Western Power Trading Forum on Revised Proposal for the 
Reporting of Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

November 15, 2019 
 
The Western Power Trading Forum1 (WPTF) appreciates this opportunity to provide input to 
the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) on its revised proposed rules for 
reporting of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and verification, released in advance of the 
November 1st workshop.  
 
WPTF continues to believe that verification of emission reports is unnecessary in the 
absence of a tradable instrument compliance program for reducing emissions. As DEQ’s own 
analyses demonstrates, third-party verification would impose significant financial and 
administrative costs on reporting entities. Therefore, WPTF recommends that 
implementation of third-party verification programs for entities that would be covered 
under a cap and trade program be contingent upon adoption of such a program by the 
state.  
 
Our most substantive concern with the current reporting proposal is the omission of 
reporting requirements related to the Western Energy Imbalance Market (EIM). Oregon’s 
three investor-owned utilities already participate in the EIM and the Bonneville Power 
Administration recently signed an implementing agreement to join in 2022.  Additionally, 
the California Independent System Operator (CAISO) has announced an initiative to extend 
the day-ahead market to participating EIM entities. While the proportion of electricity 
imported into Oregon via the EIM is currently relatively small, this proportion would 
increase with BPA’s participation and with extension of the day-ahead market. For this 
reason, electricity suppliers that participate in the EIM Participating Entities should be 
required to separately report EIM purchases as a sub-category of unspecified electricity. 
Such reporting would improve the transparency of reporting and facilitate any future 
consideration of the treatment of EIM imports for changes to GHG reporting or under a cap 
and trade program. 
 
We provide textual suggestions to address this omission, as well as a few other issues 
below.  We note that if a cap and trade program is adopted for Oregon, it will be necessary 
to further revise the reporting rules to align with the requirements of that program.  
 
Textual Comments 
 
Definitions 
WPTF recommends adding a definition of EIM: “Energy Imbalance Market (EIM) means the 
real-time electricity trading market operated by the California Independent System 
Operator.”  

 
We also recommend that the definition of power contract (44) be modified to align the 

 
1 WPTF is a diverse organization of over 80 members comprising power marketers, generators, investment 
banks, public utilities and energy service providers, whose common interest is the development of competitive 
electricity markets in the West. 



requirements for reporting of specified sources with those of California. Specifically, the 
phrase “identified and agreed upon at a time prior to the delivery of the electricity” should 
be deleted and replaced with “that is designated at the time the transaction is executed.” 
 
Requirements for Electricity Suppliers (340-215-020) 
Paragraph 2 
As explained above, electricity suppliers should be required to report EIM purchases 
separately. Therefore,) we recommend the addition of a subparagraph (2)(a)(bis): “EIM 
purchases should be separately reported.”  
 
WPTF has two concerns with paragraph 2(A). First, subparagraphs (i) and (ii) seem to 
contradict each other.  Subparagraph (i) seems to suggest that any contract with a facility or 
unit would be considered specified, whereas subparagraph (ii) states that only contracts 
with facilities or units that meet all specified source requirements would be considered 
specified. To address this conflict, we recommend adding the phrase “a fixed percentage of” 
in front of “generation from the facility or generating unit” in paragraph (2)(A)(i). This 
change would be consistent with California’s definition of a Generating Providing Entity, on 
which this paragraph is based.  If this change is not adopted, we request that DEQ clarify the 
difference between contracts with a facility or unit under the two sub-paragraphs.  
 
Second, the phrase “exclusive power deliverer that is not a retail provider” is not applicable 
in the current reporting context, since only retail providers (or third-party entities reporting 
on their behalf) are subject to the reporting requirements. WPTF recommends that DEQ 
delete this phrase.   
 
Paragraphs 5 and 6 
WPTF is concerned with requirements pertaining to the reporting of emissions by a multi-
jurisdictional utility in paragraphs 5 and 6.  WPTF anticipates that once approved by the 
Oregon Public Utility Commission, Pacificorp’s multi-state cost allocation will determine how 
specific resources are assigned to individual states and/or across Pacificorp’s entire system 
or to individual balancing authority areas. We do not expect that cost allocation 
methodology will address Pacificorp’s market purchases, including those from the EIM. For 
this reason, we suggest that the rule’s reference to the cost-allocation methodology apply 
only to Pacificorp’s own resources, and not to the Pacificorp’s calculation and reporting of 
emissions broadly.  
 
To address this issue, we recommend that reference to the cost-allocation methodology be 
deleted from paragraph 5(c), and instead inserted in paragraph 6(b)(A) as follows: 
 

• 5(c): “Emissions reported by a multi-jurisdictional utility may must be calculated 
according to a cost allocation methodology approved by the Oregon Public Utility 
Commission (OPUC) using the following equation…”  

• 6(b)(A): “ΣEsp” means Emissions from Owned Facilities. Sum of CO2e emissions from 
each specified facility/unit in the supplier’s fleet, consistent with section (5)(b) (MT 
CO2e) and in the case of multi-jurisdictional utility, the most recent cost allocation 
methodology approved for the multi-jurisdictional retail provider by the Oregon 
Public Utility Commission. 
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Thomas A. Umenhofer 
Vice President 

November 15, 2019 

Ms. Cory-Ann Wind   via email at:  OregonCleanFuels@deq.state.or.us 
Lead Staff, Clean Fuels Program 
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 
811 SW Sixth Ave 
Portland, OR  97204 

Re:  WSPA Comments on November 1, 2019 DEQ Rulemaking Advisory Committee Meeting 

Dear Cory-Ann,  

Western States Petroleum Association (WSPA) would like to provide additional comments 
regarding the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) November 1, 2019 
Rulemaking Advisory Committee (RAC) Meeting staff presentation and the draft rule language for 
the Clean Fuels Program (CFP) and Greenhouse Gas (GHG) reporting.  WSPA is a non-profit 
trade association that represents companies that account for the bulk of petroleum exploration, 
production, refining, transportation and marketing in the five western states, including Oregon. 

General Comments 

Confidential Business Information:  As first noted in the September 18, 2019 WSPA comment 
letter, we continue to have concerns with the implications to Confidential Business Information 
(CBI) if DEQ requests copies of verification reports.  It appears that the verification reports could 
be subject to public data requests under Oregon law.  Thus, very sensitive operational information 
could be subject to public scrutiny.  WSPA requests clarification from DEQ on how the agency 
intends to protect CBI and associated data.  

Recordkeeping:  WSPA requests that DEQ require a period of five years for recordkeeping, 
instead of the proposed seven years, for the GHG reporting rule, the CFP rule, and the third-party 
verification program.  Adding two years of recordkeeping increases costs for both regulated 
parties and verifiers without providing value to the agency and the public.  The five-year retention 
period provides ample time for the agency to review historical information. 

Costs/Fiscal Impacts:  WSPA believes that the costs/fiscal impacts of a third-party verification 
are significantly underestimated by DEQ.  The time to prepare and read the draft regulations, the 
time to attend the advisory committee meetings, the travel expenses and the time to develop the 
comments to DEQ for the first two meetings in September and in November represent a total cost 
of well over $2,000 per regulated party and/or trade association.  This figure does not include 
future costs for reviewing future rulemaking updates, updating reporting systems and hiring a 
third-party verifier.  

Given the above, DEQ should owe a fiduciary responsibility to Oregon consumers to minimize 
the incremental program cost impacts that would be borne through the introduction of third party 
verification. While WSPA supports DEQ with regard to the implementation of third party 
verification for the CFP, we would recommend that third party verification for GHG reporting be 
phased in at such a time as when there is a sufficient cost/benefit ratio to support it.   
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It is noteworthy that the actual costs for third-party verifiers under the California LCFS program 
are unknown at this time, as the verifiers have yet to be certified by CARB (as of November 1, 
2019). 
 
WSPA also requests that DEQ provide the proposed enforcement provisions ahead of the official 
rulemaking to give affected parties enough time to determine the potential impacts from these 
provisions.  
 
Specific Comment - Division 215 
 
§ 340-215-0044(4) – Emission Changes from Year to Year: WSPA objects to the proposed 
requirement to provide additional information if the GHG emissions are reduced or increased from 
year-to-year by any threshold (DEQ is proposing a 5% threshold).  This information is confidential 
business information and should remain as such, as it could be part of a company marketing 
strategy. 
 
§ Section 340-215-0110(5)(c) - Non-EPA Subpart MM Fuels Reporting: This section states 
that fuel suppliers need to utilize DEQ emissions factors for fuels currently not listed in USEPA 
Subpart MM.  As noted earlier, entities need to be able to determine compliance by reading the 
regulation so DEQ needs to include all applicable emissions factors in the regulation.  Also, there 
is no need for such language in California or at the USEPA level, and there should not be a need 
for such a section in Oregon.  Future rulemaking could always incorporate any fuels not already 
envisioned by DEQ, so WSPA requests that DEQ remove this section.  
 
§ Section 340-215-0046 - Reporting Deadlines: WSPA requests that this section be simplified 
so that entities can better determine the applicable reporting deadlines.  WSPA also requests that 
the 2020 and 2021 reporting deadlines be April 30th given the significant changes being made to 
the regulation as part of this rulemaking.  The earlier March 31st deadline for 2020 and 2021 does 
not align with the burden of incorporating all the changes being proposed in this rulemaking.  
 
GHG Reporting Tool Name and Rollout:  Entities subject to the regulation should be able to 
know exactly how and where to report GHG emissions by simply reading the regulation.  As a 
result, DEQ needs to spell out the mechanism (IT tool) in which GHG data is to be submitted.  
 
WSPA requests that DEQ issue reporting guidance for fuels suppliers submitting GHG reports via 
the CFP tool stating that they are not required to utilize fuels pathways when submitting their GHG 
fuels supplier reports. This will reduce concerns with the proposal to add GHG reporting into the 
CFP reporting tool.  
 
WSPA appreciates having the opportunity to participate in the testing of new tools before they go 
live as discussed at the most recent RAC.  WSPA member companies have substantial 
experience reporting in California and other jurisdictions and can provide insights on the 
robustness of the tools. 
 
Specific Comments - Division 253 
 
Position holder:  WSPA requests that DEQ provide examples of reporting under current rules 
and how the reporting would change under the proposed definitions of “position holder”.  It is not 
clear by reading the draft rule how reports would be impacted.  WSPA requests that sales below 
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the rack that are not for export should NOT be reported under the CFP as fuel imports are 
reported. 

§ 340-253-0100(c): Out-of-State Producer Opt-Outs:  WSPA requests that DEQ clarify § 340-
253-0100 to only apply to out-of-state biofuel producers with no imports into Oregon.  As written,
it applies to any out of state fuels producer and that is not the intent of this new section.

However, if DEQ intends to allow out-of-state producers of renewable fuels to opt out of the 
program but still allows their fuel to enter Oregon, would DEQ require the use of a temporary fuel 
pathway?  In this case, the potential volume of credits that could be generated under the program 
would be lower than if the producer had opted into the program, which could impact compliance 
with the overall program. 

Specific Comments - Division 272 

WSPA appreciates that DEQ has decided to push back the verification programs by one year to 
allow more time to regulated parties, verifiers, and DEQ to be ready for a verification program. 
WSPA recognizes the value of a verification program under the CFP program, in particular to 
attest to the authenticity of the CFP credits. However, as there is no compliance standard under 
the GHG reporting program, WSPA objects a verification program under the current GHG 
regulation. 

WSPA continues to be concerned that only one potential verifier was present at the November 1, 
2019 RAC meeting with two potential verifiers on the phone.  We request that the start of any 
verification program be conditional to the certification of a minimum number of approved verifiers 
(i.e., no less than 6 verifiers) by DEQ.  

§ 340-272-0110(2)(a), (b) and (c)(C)(i) – Minimum Threshold for Verification:  WSPA requests
that DEQ clarify the conditions for exemptions from the verification program. Is the 6,000 limit a
sum of credits and deficits or can credits and deficits go up to 6,000 each before a verification is
required?

§ 340-272-0120(1)(a):  WSPA requests that DEQ clarify this section to state that the 25,000 MT
CO2 verification threshold applies to each report type listed in § 340-215-0030 of the GHG
reporting rule. This will ensure that the various GHG reports that could be prepared are evaluated
separately and not together when comparing to the verification threshold.

We again look forward to working with you regarding future CFP and GHG reporting regulation 
development.  If you have any immediate questions, please contact me. 

Sincerely, 

mailto:tom@wspa.org
mailto:tom@wspa.org
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